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ABSTRACT
This study implemented a framework of empirical
validation of building energy models under uncertainty
to a set of controlled experiments that aim to validate
multi-zone building and HVAC system models. Energy
models were created through iterative acquisitions of
information and data and uses measurement data from
various types of sensors as both inputs and as
observations to validate predictions. Experimental and
modeling uncertainties were quantified and propagated
accordingly, and probabilistic accuracy metrics were
used to evaluate the agreement between model
predictions and observations under uncertainty.
Sensitivity analysis was performed to identify the most
influential uncertainties that will be prioritized to be
addressed in the next steps. Current results of two
cooling tests show an overall good agreement between
predictions and observations on a set of HVAC system
outputs despite considerable and influential uncertainty
in DX cooling coil COP. Agreements on zone-level
responses vary notably among individual rooms, likely
because of significant uncertainties in room radiation
heat gain and system supply air.

INTRODUCTION
Recent years witnessed the maturity and proliferation of
numerous methods, software and tools for performing
building performance simulation in various energy
efficiency studies and practices. Nevertheless, the
widely known “performance gap”, i.e. notable
disagreement between simulation results and observed
outcomes, discourages widespread use of simulation
tools in real applications because of practitioners’ lack of
confidence. This in turn prevents building performance
simulation from unlocking its full potential in addressing
challenges in building energy efficiency and related
carbon emission mitigations.
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Empirical validation, which compares calculated results
to monitored data from a real building, test cell, or
laboratory experiment, provides an absolute truth
standard for evaluating a program’s ability to analyze
physical behavior (ANSI/ASHRAE, 2011). Numerous
attempts to address the “performance gap” using
empirical validation have been made in the literature, but
the presence of various uncertainties in model inputs and
measurements prevents them from obtaining conclusive
results (Jensen 1993; Clarke, Strachan, and Pernot 1993;
Lomas et al. 1997; Palomo del Barrio and Guyon 2003,
2004; Strachan et al. 2015, 2016).
In an effort supported by the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) funded research project, “Validation and
Uncertainty Characterization for Energy Simulation:
Unlocking Opportunities in Energy Efficiency”, Haves
et al. (2019), Li et al. (2017), and Li et al. (2019)
addressed this issue by: 1) highly controlled laboratory
experiments with various types of high quality, high
resolution monitoring data, 2) explicit characterization
and propagation of experimental and model
uncertainties, and 3) use of probabilistic discrepancy
metrics in comparing simulated and measured results
under these uncertainties. As part of the same effort, this
paper will report the current progress on applying this
approach to a set of experiments for validation of multizone building and HVAC system models.

METHODOLOGY
The framework of empirical validation under
uncertainty, proposed in Li et al. (2017) and Li et al.
(2019), enables identification and examination of the
discrepancies between simulation and measurement due
to model assumptions, simplifications, solution process
errors, etc. by isolating the contributions of certain
modeling and experimental uncertainties to these
discrepancies. This isolation is realized by explicitly
characterizing and propagating these uncertainties in the
simulation and comparing the simulation results with
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measurements under these uncertainties using
probabilistic discrepancy metrics. A detailed explanation
of the complete framework is available in Li et al.
(2019), and only a brief summary is provided below for
the sake of simplicity; interested readers are encouraged
to read the previous paper for more details.
As shown in Figure 1, the framework starts by
characterizing the uncertainties UM and UX that are
associated with measured data M and model inputs X
respectively. Uncertainties UX are then propagated into
uncertainties in simulated responses US via Monte Carlo
simulation (MCS), in which repeated Latin Hypercube
design (LHD) (McKay, Beckman, and Conover, 1979) is
used to maximize both the stratification in any onedimensional projection in the input space formed by UX
and coverage of the input space by choosing a
“maximin” sample. Convergence testing using
progressive LHD (Sallaberry, Helton, and Hora, 2008) is
used to determine the appropriate sample size for the
MCS to obtain sufficiently accurate estimates of key
statistics of US without incurring too much computation
cost.

Figure 1: The framework of empirical validation under
uncertainty (Li et al. 2019)
In comparing measured responses M and simulated
responses S, in addition to the commonly used
normalized mean bias error (NMBE) and coefficient of
variation of root mean squared error (CV-RMSE), the
framework also uses the mean absolute error (MAE) and
its normalized version (NMAE):
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where 𝐹̃𝑌𝑡 (𝑥), 𝑡 = 1,2, … 𝑇 are the empirical cumulative
̃𝒕 =
distribution functions (CDFs) formed by 𝒚
{𝑦̃𝑡,1 , 𝑦̃𝑡,2 , … , 𝑦̃𝑡,𝑛 }, the probabilistic simulations of time
series responses from the n MCS sample points at the 𝑡th
time step. 𝐻(𝑥 − 𝑦𝑡 ) is the Heaviside unit step function
as defined by:
𝐻(𝑎 − 𝑏) = {

0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑎 < 𝑏
.
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑎 ≥ 𝑏

(6)

The perturbed-ensemble method (Candille and
Talagrand, 2008) is used to combine both UM and US into
a single uncertainty, such that the PAE metric, which
only considers uncertainties in simulation outputs, can
be applied. This approach is valid since the measurement
and simulation uncertainties are uncorrelated in
empirical validation cases.
If the observed discrepancies exceed what is expected in
an adequate experiment for empirical validation,
measures should be taken to either reduce influential
uncertainties that have been quantified, if the range of
simulation results is considerably large; or examine
remaining model assumptions, simplifications, errors in
solution process, etc. that have not been considered in the
form of uncertainty, if the measurements notably fall
outside the range of simulation results. This process can
be repeated until agreements between simulation and
measurement reach satisfaction for at least one
simulation tool, at which point the experiment is deemed
adequate and can be used to validate any future model
created with other tools using the final set of information
and data by following the Figure 1 process.

EXPERIMENT AND MODELING
(2)

where 𝑦𝑡 and 𝑦̂𝑡 are the measured and simulated time
series responses respectively at times 𝑡 = 1,2, … 𝑇.
When uncertainties UM and US are also considered in the
comparison, the probabilistic absolute error (PAE), its
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mean value over time series response (MPAE), and the
normalized version (NMPAE) are used to evaluate the
discrepancy:

The experiments for this study were performed at the
Flexible Research Platform (FRP) test facility at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to validate
modeling of multi-zone HVAC operation and related
system controls. The two-story FRP represents a light
commercial building common in the nation’s existing
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building stock. It is an unoccupied research apparatus
emulated internal heat gains. Extra insulation was
installed in the floor to reduce uncertainty due to ground
heat transfer since deep ground temperature is not
available. The test building is exposed to natural weather
conditions, and a dedicated weather station is installed
on the roof to collect actual weather data.
FRP employs a multi-zone HVAC system with ten
thermal zones (eight perimeter zones and two core
zones). The multi-zone HVAC system used for this
validation tests incorporate a 12.5-ton roof top unit
(RTU) with DX cooling system and a natural gas
furnace. The RTU can be programmed to maintain a
constant discharge air temperature or the discharge
temperature can be reset based on outdoor air
temperature. Each room in the FRP has a variable-airvolume (VAV) box with electric resistance reheat. The
central fan in the air-handling unit draws return air from
each room. The original intake for the fresh air in the
RTU was blocked for the current tests to eliminate
ventilation air.
The current test suites include 2 cooling test scenarios
performed under different system settings. Full details of
the entire project will be made available through a set of
project reports to be released in later 2020.
Table 1: Summary of current FRP test scenarios
Test
scenario

Conditio
n Type

T1
T2

Cooling
Cooling

RTU
Discharge
Temperature
55F
60F

Zone
Temperature
72F
80F

Models of the two cooling tests, T1 and T2, were created
in EnergyPlus V8.9 based on the modeling
documentation and experiment information the team
provided and have been constantly refined to fix any
modeling errors through continuous communications
with the experiment team. These models are therefore
representative of future to-be-tested models in other
tools (i.e. would not include manually “tweaked” model
inputs or hidden knowledge introduced because of
facility familiarity).

UNCERTAINTY CHARACTERIZATION
Table 2 summarizes the parameter uncertainties
currently considered in this study, where +/- means the
uncertainty is represented as a range around the nominal
value, and % means this range is represented as a
percentage of the nominal value. For normal
distributions, the % value represent ±3 standard
deviations unless bounded based on physical laws.
Building fabric
Uncertainties associated with most material thermal
properties were obtained from the literature (Macdonald,
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2002). As a conservative estimation, these uncertainties
were assumed to follow a uniform distribution within
each of the ranges. Because of lack of related literature,
the same ±5% uncertainty were also applied to the
thermal resistance and conductivity of window’s
glazing, frame, and divider.
Optical properties of opaque material surfaces were
assumed to follow a normal distribution with standard
deviations from Macdonald’s study. Uncertainties in
optical properties of window glazing, including solar and
infrared reflectance and emissivity, are assumed to
follow normal distributions with a 4% standard deviation
based on ASTM E903-12 (ASTM, 2012).
Uncertainties of a group of materials with identical
thermal properties but different thicknesses are assumed
to be linearly correlated, implying that they represent
imperfect knowledge about the actual properties of the
material in general rather than its sample variations. This
conservative assumption leads the output variations
caused by these uncertainties to be larger than from
assuming their mutual independence from each other.
Blower door tests were performed to estimate perimeter
zone infiltration rates, and tracer gas tests were
performed for core zones. Their uncertainties were
derived from residual errors and was adjusted for three
types of zones according to the test procedure.
HVAC system
Uncertainty in HVAC component performance, such as
RTU’s DX cooling coil and electric heating coil, natural
gas furnace, fans, was mostly obtained from equipment
performance standards (AHRI, 2001, 2009) and the
literature (Griffith et al., 2008). DX cooling coil’s rated
cooling capacity and performance curve were estimated
from field tests, and the capacity’s residual errors were
used to derive its uncertainty. Uncertainty in duct
leakage was also estimated from field tests at both AHU
supply side and each VAV terminal, and was represented
as a fraction of the total rated air flow rate and assumed
the same for all VAV terminals as a conservative
measure.
Sensor bias error for model inputs
Actual weather conditions were directly measured by a
local weather station on the roof of the facility, so the
individual sensor errors were applied to each of the
weather conditions, including dry bulb temperature,
relative humidity, global horizontal and diffuse
horizontal radiation, horizontal infrared radiation, and
wind direction and speed. These data were used to create
weather files that were used in the simulations. Ground
temperature was assumed to vary within ±2°C of the
estimated values based on the local conditions. The
ground reflectance was assumed to vary between 0.1 and
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0.4 as a best guess and there was no snow during the
tests. In these two tests, no emulated occupancy, lighting,
or plug load were operated, and internal miscellaneous
Table 2: Summary of uncertainties.
Input
Type
Range
Material properties
Opaque material
Conductivity1
Uniform
±5%
Density1
Uniform
±1%
Specific heat1
Uniform
±12.5%
Opaque material - metal
Solar/thermal absorptance1
Normal
±0.21
Opaque material - plaster
Solar/thermal absorptance1
Normal
±0.09
Opaque material – concrete/brick/other
Solar/thermal absorptance1
Normal
±0.12
Air layer
Thermal resistance
Uniform
±5%
Glazing
Conductance
Uniform
±5%
Solar/thermal absorptance2
Normal
±12%
Solar/thermal transmittance2
Normal
±12%
Frame/divider conductance
Normal
±5%
Infiltration
Zone 101/102 [10-4m3/s-m2]
Uniform
3.64-6.01
Zone 103/202 [ACH]
Normal
0.162-0.39
Other zones [10-4m3/s-m2]
Uniform
0.73-2.50
DX cooling coil
Rated total cooling capacity
Normal
±15%
Rated sensible heat ratio3
Normal
±15%
Rated cooling COP3
Normal
±15%
Rated airflow rate3
Normal
±15%
Natural gas furnace and electric heating coil
Efficiency3
Normal
±3%
Nominal capacity3
Normal
±3%
Fan
Total efficiency3, 4
Normal
±22.5%
Motor efficiency3, 4
Normal
±15%
Duct leakage
Upstream leakage fraction
Normal
0.1-0.3
Sensor error for model inputs
Weather and ambient conditions
Dry bulb temperature
Uniform
±0.1°C
Relative humidity
Uniform
±0.001
Atmospheric pressure
Uniform
±100Pa
Global horizontal radiation
Uniform
±5%
Diffuse horizontal radiation
Uniform
±5%
Horizontal infrared radiation
Uniform
±5%
Wind direction
Uniform
±3°
Wind speed
Uniform
±0.3m/s
Ground temperature
Uniform
±2°C
Ground reflectance
Uniform
0.1-0.4
Internal load
Miscellaneous heat gain
Uniform
±0.5%
RTU operation
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Thermostat setpoint
Uniform
Discharge air temperature
Uniform
Sensor bias error for measurements
RTU
Coil energy
Uniform
Delivered cooling energy
Uniform
Fan energy
Uniform
Supply airflow rate
Uniform
Room
Air temperature
Uniform

±0.1°C
±0.1°C

±0.5%
±5%
±0.5%
±2.25%
±0.1°C

Source: 1. MacDonald (2002); 2. ASTM E903-12 (2012); 3. AHRI-410 (2001);
4. AHRI 430 (2009); Griffith et al. (2008)

heat gain due to parasite energy consumption was
measured and fed to the model. RTU operation settings
including room thermostat setpoints and discharge air
temperature were assumed to vary within ±0.1°C
according to the same sensor error.
Sensor bias error for measurements
Various RTU system responses were used to validate
simulation results, including the DX cooling coil energy
use, delivered cooling energy, fan energy use, and supply
air flow rate. Uncertainty in measured delivered cooling
energy was assumed based on previous experience, and
the rest come from direct measurement errors. Room
level response, the room air temperature, was measured
by one sensor in the middle of each room and has the
uncertainty from sensor errors. HVAC systems were
kept running continuously to make sure the room air is
well mixed during these tests, and more than 40
temperature sensors is planned to be installed in a room
to verify this assumption in the next stage.

SIMULATION AND ANALYSES
A total of 136 independent uncertain inputs were
identified for the test scenarios. Their uncertainties were
propagated into simulated outputs by Monte Carlo
simulation. Python scripts were developed to automate
the simulation and validation process. The
properscoring module (The Climate Corporation, 2015)
is used to calculate the PAE metrics in this study. A
convergence test using the model of Test Scenario T1
was performed to determine the adequate sample size at
which estimates of the output statistics and metrics
converge. Simulation using progressive LHD algorithm
with a maximum sample size of 12800 (100×27) was
repeated 6 times with different samples. The average of
the final characteristic and metric values of all 6
sequences is assumed as the “true” value. Results in
Figure 2 suggest that both the standard deviation of the
average RTU DX cooling coil energy (STD Mean) and
its MPAE against measurements vary within 1% around
the true values when using 100×26=6400 sample points,
so 6400 is used as the Monte Carlo sample size for each
test scenario in all following analysis.
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The Morris sensitivity method (Campolongo, Cariboni,
and Saltelli, 2007) is used to quantify the elementary
effects of experiment and model uncertainties on

Figure 2: Convergence of the STD Mean (left) and
MPAE (right) for Test Scenario T1
discrepancies and identify those influential on model’s
agreement with experiment measurement. Because of
the large number of uncertain inputs and the amount of
repetitions recently suggested by Petersen et al. (2019)
for dynamic building energy models, a two-step
sensitivity analysis was performed. The first step used a
Morris design with 10 repetitions and 31 levels on all 136
uncertain inputs, whose pre-screening results were used
in the selection of a subset of 42 inputs. This subset of
inputs was then analyzed in detailed with a refined
Morris design with 200 repetitions. The entire two-step
process resulted in a total of 1370 and 8600 simulations
in the first and second step respectively for each test.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Uncertainty analysis and validation
Table 3 summarizes the validation results of both test
scenarios, using NMAE and NMPAE for deterministic
and probabilistic simulations respectively. NMBE and
CV-RMSE are also provided. For room air temperature
validation results, the unnormalized version of above
metrics are used instead. Figure 3 shows the time series
comparisons among the responses from deterministic
simulation, the mean responses from probabilistic
simulation with 95% confidence bands, and the observed
responses from measurements. Air temperature of only
two rooms are shown here because of space limit. Plots
of RTU fan energy use and supply air flow rate are also
omitted since their variations during the testing period
are very small.
In general, NMBE, CV-RMSE, and NMAE of RTU DX
coil energy and delivered cooling energy of both tests
suggest good agreement between deterministic
simulation and the measurement, with Scenario T1
performs slightly better than Scenario T2. Taking
uncertainty into consideration, the NMPAE metric show
slightly smaller values than NMAE, suggesting that such
consideration improves the overall good agreement.
Agreements between model and experiment on RTU fan
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energy and supply air flow rate are smaller, largely
because of these two responses’ small variation during
the testing period. Despite that, the time series plots
show the uncertainties in all system outputs are relatively
large during peak hours, suggesting room for
improvements through detailed investigations and field
tests.
In contrast, room air temperature outputs see larger
discrepancy between model and experiment, with all
error metrics but MBE within the range of 0.6-1°C.
Results in Figure 3 also shows significant agreement
variations among different rooms, and measurements
sometime fall outside the range of probabilistic
predictions. This is probably because room level outputs
are strongly affected by individual room’s building
fabric and system terminal operation characteristics,
whose uncertainty may need in-depth investigations at
each room that has not yet been performed at this stage.
Sensitivity analyses
NMAE of each deterministic simulation is used as the
response in the sensitivity analyses using Morris method,
where the uncertain model inputs vary one-at-a-time and
repeated multiple times at different intervals of their
uncertainty ranges. Metrics that reflect the influence of
uncertain inputs include the mean absolute effect 𝜇 ∗ , the
mean effect 𝜇, and the standard deviation of effect
variations σ. Detailed explanations and interpretations of
these metrics can be found in Campolongo et al. (2007).
Results in Table 4 shows the top influential inputs on the
NMAE in each of the 2 test scenarios and suggest that:
• The list and ranking of these inputs are similar
between the two test scenarios.
• RTU DX coil cooling COP is the dominant factor in
its energy use, followed by factors related to the
building’s radiation heat gain and system component
characteristics. All these factors except DX coil
cooling COP are similarly influential on RTU
delivered cooling energy
• Fan total efficiency and duct leakage are the only
influential factors for RTU fan energy use, and the
latter is the only influential factor for RTU supply air
flow rate.
• Zone air temperature are only sensitive to solar and
infrared radiation heat gain and duct leakage that is
related to terminal supply air.
The above observations suggest that reducing COP
estimation errors will be most effective in improving
RTU DX coil energy use predictions. Better
characterization of system component feature will also
be beneficial for almost all outputs. These are the focus
of ongoing refinement efforts and their results will be
reported in future studies.
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Table 3: Summary of FRP validation results
Test
scenario

T1

T2

Response
RTU DX Coil Energy
RTU Delivered Cooling Energy
RTU Fan Energy
RTU Supply Air Flow Rate
Room Air Temperature [°C]
RTU DX Coil Energy
RTU Delivered Cooling Energy
RTU Fan Energy
RTU Supply Air Flow Rate
Room Air Temperature [°C]

(N)MBE
-1.5%
-8.5%
-1.0%
-2.9%
-0.1
7.5%
-8.2%
-2.8%
-2.8%
-0.1

Deterministic
(CV)-RMSE
6.7%
9.8%
2.0%
3.2%
0.9
11.3%
12.4%
2.8%
2.9%
0.8

Cooling Test Scenario T1

(N)MAE
4.9%
8.6%
1.7%
3.0%
0.8
10.0%
9.1%
2.8%
2.8%
0.7

Probabilistic
(N)MPAE
3.3%
5.1%
2.5%
1.9%
0.6
7.4%
6.6%
2.6%
1.9%
0.6

Cooling Test Scenario T2
RTU DX coil energy

RTU DX coil delivered cooling energy

Room 104 air temperature

Room 205 air temperature

Figure 3: Comparison of simulations and measurements of the test scenarios
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Table 4: Summary of selected FRP sensitivity analyses results.
Input

µ*
Test Scenario T1

RTU DX coil cooling COP
RTU rated air flow rate
Ground reflectance
VAV duct leakage fraction
Glazing solar transmittance
Horizontal infrared radiation
RTU fan total efficiency
RTU DX coil rated SHR
RTU DX coil capacity
Diffuse horizontal radiation

14.1%
8.0%
7.8%
4.2%
2.9%
2.4%
2.3%
1.5%
1.3%
1.2%

Ground reflectance
Glazing solar transmittance
Horizontal infrared radiation
VAV duct leakage fraction
Diffuse horizontal radiation
RTU DX coil rated SHR

10.0%
3.5%
3.1%
2.3%
1.5%
1.0%

RTU fan total efficiency
VAV duct leakage fraction

27.3%
27.2%

VAV duct leakage fraction

16.7%

Ground reflectance
Glazing solar transmittance
VAV duct leakage fraction
Horizontal infrared radiation

0.17
0.09
0.06
0.06

µ

σ

µ*
Test Scenario T2

RTU DX coil energy
-2.4%
15.9% RTU DX coil cooling COP
0.9%
8.9%
RTU rated air flow rate
0.8%
8.8%
Ground reflectance
-0.4%
4.9%
RTU DX coil capacity
0.8%
3.1%
Glazing solar transmittance
0.4%
2.6%
VAV duct leakage fraction
-0.6%
2.6%
Horizontal infrared radiation
-0.5%
1.8%
RTU fan total efficiency
0.1%
1.5%
RTU DX coil rated SHR
0.2%
1.4%
Diffuse horizontal radiation
RTU delivered cooling energy
-9.7%
4.7%
Ground reflectance
-2.9%
2.4%
Glazing solar transmittance
-2.6%
2.1%
Horizontal infrared radiation
-2.1%
1.2%
VAV duct leakage fraction
-1.2%
1.0%
Diffuse horizontal radiation
0.8%
0.9%
RTU DX coil rated SHR
RTU fan energy
-7.6%
28.5% VAV duct leakage fraction
-3.5%
28.0% RTU fan total efficiency
RTU supply air flow rate
-6.6%
16.3% VAV duct leakage fraction
Room air temperature
0.07
0.19
Ground reflectance
0.05
0.09
Glazing solar transmittance
0.00
0.07
Horizontal infrared radiation
0.01
0.07
VAV duct leakage fraction

CONCLUSION
This study applied the empirical validation framework
proposed by Li et al. (2017) to characterize the
experimental and model uncertainties and compare
simulations and measurements under these uncertainties
for two empirical validation experiments of multi-zone
HVAC system operation and controls. Result of analysis
at current stage suggested an overall good agreement
between predictions and observations on a set of HVAC
system responses, although considerable uncertainty
caused by uncertainty in DX cooling coil COP, room
solar and infrared radiation heat gain, and system
component characteristics are observed. Agreements on
zone-level responses vary notably among individual
rooms, and improvements by better characterization of
room radiation heat gain and air distributions of the
system through detailed measurements and field tests are
suggested. Influential experimental and modelling
uncertainties will be continuously reexamined and
refined if more detailed measurements become available
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Input

µ

σ

14.9%
7.4%
6.1%
3.4%
3.2%
3.1%
3.1%
3.0%
1.1%
1.0%

-13.0%
5.4%
4.4%
2.6%
2.6%
-2.3%
2.5%
-2.5%
-0.6%
0.7%

11.9%
6.5%
5.4%
2.9%
2.6%
3.2%
2.4%
2.6%
1.2%
0.9%

7.2%
3.4%
3.2%
2.0%
1.1%
1.0%

-7.0%
-3.1%
-2.9%
-2.0%
-1.0%
0.9%

3.9%
2.0%
2.3%
0.8%
0.7%
0.9%

25.2%
25.1%

-5.6%
-6.1%

26.3%
26.1%

16.4%

-2.7%

17.2%

0.12
0.06
0.04
0.04

-0.01
0.03
-0.02
0.00

0.15
0.07
0.05
0.04

and the results are expected to be reported in future
studies.
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